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Abstract—This paper presents a divide-and-conquer (DC) ap-
proach based on feature-space decomposition for classification.
When large-scale data sets are present, typical approaches usually
employed truncated kernel methods on the feature space or DC
approaches on the sample space. However, this did not guarantee
separability between classes, owing to overfitting. To overcome
such problems, this paper proposes a novel DC approach on
feature spaces consisting of three steps. First, we divide the feature
space into several subspaces using the decomposition method pro-
posed in this paper. Subsequently, these feature subspaces are sent
into individual local classifiers for training. Finally, the outcome
of local classifiers are fused together to generate the final classi-
fication results. We also propose a Cascade-TRBFKRR classifier
to reweight training samples for data refinement. Experiments on
large-scale data sets are carried out for performance evaluation.
The results show that the error rates of the proposed DC method
decreased compared with the state-of-the-art fast support vector
machine solvers, e.g., reducing error rates by 10.53% and 7.53%
on RCV1 and covtype data sets, respectively.

Index Terms—Classification, divide and conquer (DC), feature-
space decomposition, feature-space division, fusion.

I. INTRODUCTION

TYPICAL kernel-based classification, such as support vec-
tor machines (SVMs) [1], [2] and kernel ridge regression

(KRR) [3], usually employs radial basis functions (RBFs) as
the kernel, for RBFs can effectively delineate the distribution
of the data by using mixtures of Gaussian models. Further-
more, RBFs can map the input features into the intrinsic
space [4] that is spanned by infinite-dimensional vectors. This
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correspondingly increases the opportunity of creating a dis-
criminant hyperplane in the empirical space [4], subsequently
enhancing discriminability. However, when input dimensions
are sufficiently large, calculation of a kernel matrix becomes a
burden. For example, the training complexity of RBF kernel
KRR is O(N3), where N is the number of instances. The
training time increases 1000 times if the number of instances
grows ten times. Moreover, RBFs may lead to overfitting due
to infinite dimensions. To deal with such problems, rather than
using conventional RBFs, Kung and Wu [5] proposed using
truncated radical basis functions (TRBFs) to avoid generating
infinite dimensions in the intrinsic space. Furthermore, they
also devised an intrinsic data matrix, which was derived from
a finite-decomposable kernel, to replace calculation of kernel
matrices in the empirical space. Therefore, the time complexity
was saved from original O(N3) to min(N3, J2N + J3) for
KRR, where J is the number of feature dimension expanded
by TRBFs. For a p-degree TRBF kernel, we have

J =
(M + p)!

M !p!
(1)

where M is the feature dimension. Moreover, avoiding direct
calculation of kernel matrices effectively resolved the need for
matrix expansion. In addition, they proposed pruning of “anti-
support” vectors, which cut off the instances with large error.
Intuitively, this can reduce the problem of overtraining to some
extent and improve the prediction performance. In their exper-
iments on ECG data set, they ran 40–60 iterations of pruning,
cutting off 4% of the total instances in each iteration. Moreover,
the prediction accuracy increased from 98.5% to 98.8%.

The success of TRBF-based method relies on dimensional
reduction in the intrinsic space and the conversion from em-
pirical space to intrinsic space. Although computational load
is relieved without losing too much accuracy, that method [5]
can only handle data sets with large N , small M , and small J ,
since the dimension of intrinsic space J grows exponentially
as M and p increase. Moreover, that method [5] did not im-
prove discriminability and separability between features. Fur-
thermore, the algorithmic architecture of that method did not
support distributed processing, particularly when mainstream
toolboxes such as Apach Hadoop (hadoop.apache.org) and
Spark (spark.apache.org) adopt divide-and-conquer (DC) strat-
egy in their implementation. Proposing a new architecture that
supports DC computation correspondingly becomes necessary.
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In response to such a demand, several DC classifiers [6], [7]
based on kernel tricks have been developed so far. Zhang et al.
used DC KRR [6] to support computation of large-scale data.
First, their method randomly partitioned a data set into subsets
of equal size. Local solutions were subsequently computed by
using KRR based on each subset. By averaging the local solu-
tions, a global predictor was therefore obtained. Instead of using
randomized data selection as Zhang et al. did, Hsieh et al. [7]
focused on systematic data division before applying DC classi-
fiers to the data. In their approach, kernel K-means clustering
was performed to select the representatives of the entire input
data. Next, the members of a subset were selected based on
one representative. Their experimental result showed favorable
accuracy when systematic data division was used. Although the
aforementioned approaches realized the DC concept in their
algorithms, overfitting of kernel space was not fully addressed
and resolved.

As for feature-subspace decomposition, the generalized prin-
cipal component analysis [8] proposed an algebraic geometric
method using the instances to decompose the M -dimension
feature space (M>1) into the combination of h linear sub-
spaces. This method formulated the problem of decomposing
linear subspaces as solving an h-order polynomial equation.
It applied the polynomial embedding to map the nonlinear
equation into a linear equation with (M + h− 1)!/h!(M − 1)!
variables. By solving this linear equation, the h subspaces can
be determined. This paper offers good insights in feature-space
decomposition, but it is based on the prior that the instances
are collected on the subspaces. Meanwhile, it does not conduct
transformation on the original space for a better division of
subspaces.

The motivation of our method is that TRBF-Kernel-KRR
(TRBFKRR) is effective in data sets with large number of
instances and low feature dimensions. However, real-world
large-scale classification problems often enjoy high feature
dimensions. Therefore, for TRBFKRR to remain effective, DC
scheme can be used to reduce the feature dimensions by divid-
ing the feature spaces. However, direct division of the feature
spaces brings about information loss, which decreases the accu-
racy significantly. It is necessary to conduct feature-space trans-
formation before the division to reduce the information loss as
much as possible.

To deal with the aforementioned problems, this paper pro-
poses the following:

1) a novel approach for feature space decomposition,
where the original feature space is converted to weighted
subspaces;

2) a DC structure that allows independent local classifiers
to create discriminant hyperplanes based on subspaces,
which lowers computational complexity while avoiding
overfitting;

3) a Cascade-TRBFKRR classifier that reweights the sam-
ples for refinement.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II intro-
duces the overview of the proposed method. Section III then de-
scribes details of the proposed feature-space decomposition and
fusion method. Section IV discusses the Cascade-TRBFKRR

method. Next, Section V summarizes the performance of the
proposed method and the analysis results. Conclusions are
finally drawn in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Given an M×N data matrix X with N instances and M
features and a 1×N label vector y, denote the feature space as
Ω, and X are the projection of the N instances on Ω. We first
define the feature-space decomposition method D = {T, I},
where T is a feature-space transformation function, and I is
a set of feature index groups.

The decomposition method D contains several submeth-
ods. We proposed five submethods in Section III-A, namely,
random decomposition (RD), principal component analysis
decomposition (PCAD), discriminant component analysis de-
composition (DCAD), block Cholesky decomposition (BCD),
and approximate block decomposition (ABD). These methods
all conduct linear transformation. Therefore, each have an
M ×M subtransformation matrix, which is denoted by WRD,
WPCAD, WDCAD, WBCD, and WABD, respectively. In addi-
tion, each contains a subset of feature index groups, e.g., IRD =
{IRD

i |IRD
i ⊂ {1, 2, . . . ,M}, i = 1, 2, . . . , hRD}, wherehRD is

the number of feature subspaces decomposed by the RD sub-
method. As for T , we have

Ω∗ = T (Ω) X∗ = T (X) = WX (2)

where W and Ω∗ are the transformation matrix and the new
feature space, respectively. The subtransformation matrices of
the submethods we use are concatenated together to form W ,
and the subsets of feature index groups are combined together
to generate I . For example, if we adopt the RD, BCD, and ABD
submethods, we have

W =

⎛
⎝ WRD

WBCD

WABD

⎞
⎠ (3)

and I = {IRD, IBCD, IABD}. The total number of subspaces is
h = hRD + hBCD + hABD. Not all the submethods need to be
used at the same time in real practice. More submethods con-
taining linear or nonlinear transformation can be designed later.

The outline of our method is shown in Fig. 1. First, the
original feature space Ω is transformed to Ω∗ by T and then
decomposed into subspaces Ω∗

1,Ω
∗
2, . . . ,Ω

∗
h by I; all the in-

stances are projected to X∗ and subsequently decomposed into
X∗

1, X
∗
2 , . . . , X

∗
h. Then, a local classifier fi(i = 1, 2, . . . , h),

e.g., SVMs and KRRs, is trained using data matrix X∗
i . Let row

vectors Ri = fi(X
∗
i ) denote the results of fi on X∗

i , and by
concatenating the results of local classifiers together, we have

R =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝
R1

R2...
Rh

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (4)

The elements of Ri can be discrete labels or continuous
prediction values. The system generates the output based on R
using fusion methods, which are discussed in Section III-B.
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Fig. 1. Outline of the proposed method. The data matrix is first divided to h
subsets and put into local classifiers. The classification results are concatenated
together for the final prediction.

III. PROPOSED DIVISION AND FUSION METHODS

A. Feature-Space Decomposition

Section II shows that the merit of the proposed method is that
it can perform classification within the subspaces and ignore the
dependence among subspaces. Theoretically, decomposition
method should be able to reduce the dependence as much as
possible between any two feature subspaces while remaining
dependence within the subspaces. This is the reason for con-
ducting transformation on the feature space before division.

Among all the submethods in this paper, the simplest idea
is RD, which directly decomposes the feature space based on
I . Its WRD is an M ×M identity matrix. It randomly divides
the features into subspaces after the numbers and dimensions of
subspaces are given. The complexity of RD is O(N).

As for PCAD, we conduct PCA on the data matrix X and
split up the features according to I . Since PCA diagonizes the
feature covariance matrix S, this method eliminates the rele-
vance of different features among and within subspaces. If the
data obey Gaussian distribution, the PCAD also eliminates the
dependence of features among and within feature subspaces.
This method is based on orthogonal linear transformation, i.e.,

XXT = WΛWT (5)

where W is an orthogonal matrix. As calculating XXT

and doing singular value decomposition cost O(M2N) and
O(N3), respectively, the complexity of the PCAD submethod
is O(M2N +N3).

Although PCAD eliminates the relevance among features,
it does not take supervision into consideration. The principal
component it discovers may not be the most effective in a su-
pervised learning problem. DCAD tries to solve this problem. It
also conducts orthogonal transformation, while its discriminant
matrix is [Sw + ρI]−1S, where Sw is the within-class scatter
matrix, and ρ is the ridge parameter [4]. We have

Sw = ΣL
l=1Σ

Nl
j=1

[
x
(l)
j − μ(l)

] [
x
(l)
j − μ(l)

]T
(6)

where l is the number of classes, Nl represents the number
of samples in class l, and μ(l) specifies the average point of
class. We conduct generalized eigenvector decomposition [9] to
obtain the eigenvectors ν1, ν2, . . . , νM and eigenvalues λ1, λ2,
. . . , λM , such that

Sνk = λk[Sw + ρI]νk, k = 1, 2, . . . ,M (7)

and the transformation matrix is defined as WDCAD = [ν1, ν2,
. . . , νM ]. Computing S and Sw, both enjoy O(M2N)

complexity. As [Sw + ρI] can hardly be singular, the complex-
ity of generalized eigenvalue decomposition is equal to that
of λk[Sw + ρI]−1Sνk = λkνk, k = 1, 2, . . . ,M , which is of
O(M3) time complexity. Therefore, the total complexity of
DCAD is O(2M2N +M3).

We derive the BCD submethod from Cholesky decomposi-
tion. BCD exploits a blocked Doolittle algorithm, which is a
form of the Gaussian transformation rather than the orthogonal
transformation, to eliminate the relevance among subspaces
while retaining the relevance within subspaces. For a symmet-
rical block matrix A, we eliminate the first row and column of
blocks, as shown in the following:⎛
⎜⎜⎝
A′

11 O12 · · · OT
k1

O21 A′
22 · · · A′

k2
T

...
...

. . .
...

Ok1 A′
k2 · · · A′

kk

⎞
⎟⎟⎠=B1

⎛
⎝A11 · · · AT

k1...
. . .

...
Ak1 · · · Akk

⎞
⎠(B1)

T (8)

where B1 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

I11 O12 · · · O1k

−A21A
−1
11 I22 · · · O2k...

...
. . .

...
−Ak1A

−1
11 Ok2 · · · Ikk

⎞
⎟⎟⎠, and the di-

vision of blocks remains the same. The subscript of B indicates
the row and column it eliminates. Iteratively, we subsequently
generate B2, . . . , Bk to sequentially eliminate the rest of the
rows and columns of blocks. The main goal of BCD is se-
quentially block-diagonizing the discriminant matrix based on
the blocked Doolittle algorithm. As shown in Algorithm 1, X
is first rearranged to generate X̃ according to IBCD, in which
MatrixSplit(X, IBCD) splits X into X̃1, X̃2, . . . , X̃hBCD ac-
cording to IBCD. The discriminant matrix of BCD is S. Func-
tion BlockedDoolittle(X̃, I) generates Bi(i = 1, 2, . . . , hBCD)
based on the idea of (8) to eliminate the ith row and col-
umn of S. The BCD transformation matrix is WBCD =
BhBCDBhBCD−1,...,B1

. Comparing with BCD, PCAD needs to

do an M×M matrix inversion, whose complexity is O(M3)
on nonsparse matrix, whereas BCD only uses an (M/m)×
(M/m) matrix for m(m+ 1)/2 times if divided equally, which
only costs 1/m of the time of PCAD. The training complexity
of BCD is O(M2N +M3/m). As we block-diagonize the
discriminant matrix, the correlation value becomes zero for
features divided to different subspaces. Thus, the relevance of
features in different subspaces is eliminated.

Algorithm 1 [X∗,WBCD] = BCD(X, I)

{X̃1, X̃2, . . . , X̃n} = MatrixSplit(X, I)
X̃ = [X̃1, X̃2, . . . , X̃m]

S = X̃X̃T =

⎛
⎝S11 · · · S1m...

. . .
...

Sm1 · · · Smm

⎞
⎠, where Sij = X̃iX̃j

T

for i = 1 to hBCD do
Bi = BlockedDoolittle(S, i)
S = BiS(Bi)

T

end for
WBCD = BhBCDBhBCD−1 · · ·B1

X∗ = WBCDX̃
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Aside from the aforementioned orthogonal transformation of
PCAD and DCAD, as well as the Gaussian transformation of
BCD, we also propose an approximate orthogonal transforma-
tion on which the ABD method is based. First, we define a new
operator ⊗ as Definition 1.

Definition 1: For two blocked matrix A = {Aij} and B =
{Bij} with the same size and division of blocks, define operator
⊗, subject to

A⊗B =

⎛
⎝x11 · · · x1m

...
. . .

...
xm1 · · · xmm

⎞
⎠ (9)

where xij is equal to the sum of all the elements of Aij

elementwise multiply Bij .

We rewrite X as

⎛
⎝ X11 · · · X1N

...
. . .

...
XhABD1 · · · XhABDN

⎞
⎠, where we

divide each instance into m vectors according to I . The dis-
criminant matrix is X ⊗X using this division. By conducting
eigenvector decomposition on the discriminant matrix, we have

X ⊗X = V TΛV (10)

where V = {vij}, and each column of V is an eigenvector. The
transformation matrix is

WABD =

⎛
⎝ v11I11 · · · v1NI1N

...
. . .

...
vm1Im1 · · · vmNImN

⎞
⎠ . (11)

If there are approximately equal number of features in each
subset, computing X ⊗X yields O(MmN) complexity, and
the eigenvalue decomposition costs O(m3). Therefore, the total
complexity of ABD is O(MmN +m3).

Table I shows the time complexity and details of the afore-
mentioned submethods. The complexity of all these methods
increases in a linear manner as N increases, which would be ef-
ficient in dealing with data sets with large number of instances.
For data sets with high feature dimension, BCD and ABD can
effectively reduce computational time as the number of sub-
spaces increases. RD, PCAD, and DCAD conduct orthogonal
transformation, whereas BCD and ABD exploit Gaussian trans-
formation and approximate orthogonal transformation, respec-
tively. By combining these methods together, D can include
both supervision (i.e., DCAD) and unsupervision (i.e., RD,
PCAD, BCD, and ABD) in transformation. Moreover, it re-
mains open to define more submethods to decompose the
feature spaces.

B. Feature-Subspace Fusion

After obtaining the classification result matrix R from local
classifiers, we weight the outcome of each subspace by training
a global classifier fn+1 using R as the data matrix and y as
labels. The output of fn+1 is the final prediction result. Obser-
vations show that m < 50 � N and TRBFKRR[5] generates
favorable results for fn+1. The training complexity of TRBFKRR

is min(N3, J2N + J3), where J =

(
m+ p

p

)
, and p is the

TABLE I
TIME COMPLEXITY AND DETAILS OF DIFFERENT

TRANSFORMATION METHODS

Fig. 2. Outline of Cascade-TRBFKRR. The instances are constantly
reweighted based on the error of last training.

TRBF order. It is efficient to train on data matrix with a large
number of instances and a small number of features such as R.

IV. CASCADE-TRBFKRR CLASSIFIERS

Fig. 3 shows the prediction value of TRBF3KRR conducted
on the ECG data set. An intuition is that more weight is added
to the instances with less error (those close to the classification
hyperplane) and less weight to those far from the hyperplane.
Meanwhile, for data sets with unbalanced numbers of posi-
tive and negative instances, bias of the classification hyper-
plane exists. Moreover, reweighting can be used to reduce the
bias. Theoretically, the orthogonal hyperplane property (OHP)
should be reached for the optimality of supervised learning [4].
In OHP, the classification hyperplane should be orthogonal
to the data hyperplane, which describes the pattern of the
data. The reweighting process can help approximate the OHP.
We iteratively conduct KRR training on the data set. Instead
of cutting off the antisupport vectors [5], the instances are
reweighted according to the error of each iteration, as shown
in Fig. 2. The energy function is modified as

min
u

E(u, b) = ‖ΦTu+ eb− ωy‖2 + τ‖u‖2 (12)

where u and b are the first-order term and the bias term
of the classification hyperplane, respectively. Φ represents
the data matrix in intrinsic space, e = [1, · · · , 1]T , ω =⎛
⎝ω1 · · · 0

...
. . .

...
0 · · · ωM

⎞
⎠, indicating the weight matrix, and ρ‖u‖2

is the penalty term. Moreover, the closed-form solution is

u = [K + ρI]−1Φ[ωy − be] b =
ωyT [K + ρI]−1e

eT [K + ρI]−1e
(13)

where K = ΦTΦ. For binary classification problem, we pro-
pose a reweighting formula as

ωi(f
i−1) = ωi−1 exp

(
αyf i−1p(y)

)
(14)
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Fig. 3. Prediction result of TRBF3KRR on ECG data set. An intuition is that
high weights should be added to the instances with prediction value close to
zero, and vice versa. Moreover, there exists an inequality in the numbers of
positive and negative instances, which is likely to cause bias of the classification
hyperplane. Reweighting can be used to reduce the bias.

TABLE II
DATA SET STATISTICS

where i indicates the number of iteration,α is the scaling factor,
y stands for the ground truth label, f i−1 is the prediction value
of instances in the (i − 1)th iteration, i.e., ±1, and p is the
proportion factor function. By default

p =

{
log

(
1− NP

N

)
, y = 1

log
(
1− NN

N

)
, y = −1

(15)

where NP and NN are the numbers of positive and negative
instances, respectively. This formula can be easily extended to
multiclass classification problem as shown in Fig. 3.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

Here, we use LibLinear [10] and DCSVM [7] as local classi-
fiers f1, f1, . . . , fh in our system, respectively, and tested the
results on large-scale data sets (i.e., either M or N is larger than
104). Our methods are notated as “DC-classifier1-classifier2,”
where “classifier1” indicates the classifier used for f1, f1, . . . , fm,
and “classifier2” is for fn+1. For Cascade-TRBFKRR classi-
fiers, a “Cx” is added, indicating the number of iterations. All
the experiments are conducted on an Intel Core i7 2.1-GHz
CPU and 8-G RAM machine. The data sets tested in this paper
are shown in Table II and can be downloaded from http://
www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/ or from UCI
Machine Learning Repository.

A. Comparison of Proposed Submethods

This experiment compares the performance of the DC
TRBFKRR using different submethods separately, i.e., D only
consists of one submethod. We conduct the tests on covtype

TABLE III
DECOMPOSITION SETTING OF LINEAR AND NONLINEAR

CLASSIFICATIONS FOR SUBMETHODS EVALUATION

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SUBMETHODS ON

REAL-WORLD DATA SETS

and ECG data sets using linear and nonlinear classifiers, respec-
tively, and analyze the training time and accuracy.

Feature-Space Decomposition Setting: Table III shows the
decomposition setting in this experiment. The data sets are
divided into two equal subsets, each containing 27 and 10 to 11
features, respectively. In addition, the coefficient for the unity
matrix in DCAD ρ = 0.5 and bias b = 0 for both data sets.

Linear Classification: We implemented TRBF1KRR (Lin-
ear KRR) with two iterations as both local and final classifiers.
As shown in Table IV, the DC methods (the last five rows) all
require similar training time, which are faster than the regular
TRBFKRR classifier. Interestingly, the accuracy of DCAD and
ABD are higher than that of the regular method, whereas that
of RD is significantly lower than those of the others.

Nonlinear Classification: TRBF3KRR with two iterations
is adopted as local classifiers, as well as TRBF4KRR with two
iterations. Table IV shows that all the DC methods are signif-
icantly (nearly nine times) faster than the regular TRBFKRR
classifier. However, the regular methods enjoy higher accuracy
than the DC methods. At this time, RD performs better than the
other submethods.

B. Comparison With Other Methods

This experiment compares the proposed method with other
fast linear and nonlinear classification algorithms, e.g., Lib-
linear, SVMlight, DC-SVM, and LibSVM. The comparison
of linear classification is conducted on news20 and RCV1
data sets, whereas the nonlinear classification is performed on
covtype and census data sets. We apply regular TRBFKRR
instead of Cascade-TRBFKRR in this experiment.

Feature-Space Decomposition Setting: Table V shows the
decomposition setting in our experiments. For data matrices

http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/
http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/
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TABLE V
DECOMPOSITION SETTING

TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF LINEAR CLASSIFICATION ON REAL-WORLD DATA SETS

with high feature dimensions, e.g., news20 and RCV1, we
just use RD and ABD with relatively low computational com-
plexity. For data matrices with low feature dimensions, all the
transformation methods can be combined together to achieve a
lower error rate. We use LibLinear as the global classifier when
dealing with census data set, because its proportion of positive
and negative instances is 0.06/0.94, which can cause bias when
TRBFKRR is applied.

Linear Classification: Linear classification is conducted on
news20 and RCV1 data sets. LibLinear is exploited as local
classifiers f1, f2, . . . , fm, and TRBFKRR is used as global
classifier fn+1 in our system. We compare our results with four
common fast linear SVM solvers, namely, Liblinear [10], SVM-
light [12], BSVM [13], and L2-SVM-MFN [14]. As shown in
Table VI, our methods have advantages either on training times
or error rates. On RCV1 data set, our method increases the error
rate by 10%.

Nonlinear Classification: DCSVM is set as local classi-
fiers for nonlinear classification. Interestingly, in DC-DCSVM-
TRBFKRR, DC process is conducted on both instance dimen-
sion and feature dimension in the method. We evaluate it on
covtype data set and compare with the results of the other
SVM methods by Hsieh et al. [7], as shown in Table VII. The
proposed method achieves the lowest error rate with relatively
low time complexity in both covtype and census data sets.

Moreover, comparing to directly training a TRBFKRR clas-
sifier using the whole data matrix, DC-TRBFKRR-TRBFKRR
greatly reduces the training complexity from min(N3, J2N +
J3) to min(N3, (J2N/m) + (J3/m2)), which enables
TRBFKRR training on data matrix with large N and M .

TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF NONLINEAR CLASSIFICATION ON

REAL-WORLD DATA SETS

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a feature-space decomposition
method, including several submethods. The experimental re-
sults show that our DC classification scheme can reduce error
rates (e.g., reduce error rates by 10.53% and 7.53% in covtype
and RCV1 data sets), comparing with training directly using
the whole data sets, and outperform state-of-the-art fast SVM
solver by reducing overfitting problem. The future work will
focus on providing theoretical analysis for feature-space de-
composition and its effects on DC classification.
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